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ANTI -HOLOMORPHIC SUBMANIFOLDS OF A SASAKIAN MANIFOLD‘ 

WITH V ANISHING C-BOCHNER CURVATURE TENSOR. 

By Jin Suk Pak and Kwon, Jung Hwan 

In [9J , Yano proved 

THEOREM A. Let M n , n르5， be an anU-z"nvarz'ant submanzfold of a Sasakz"an' 

ma쩌ifold M2n
-

1 wzïh vanish z"1zg C-Bochner cztrvature tensor. lf the second fund

amental tensors of M n commute, then M n is locally a product of a conformally' 

flat R z'emannz"an space and a 1-dz'meηsz'onal space. 

THEOREM B. Let M n , n르4， be a totally umbz'Ucal anU-z:nvarz'ant submanzfold ι 

normal to the structure vector fz'eld 용 of a Sasakz'an manifold M2n+1 wzïh vanis-

hz'ng C-Bochner curvature tensor. Then M
n 

z's conformally flat. 

THEOREM C. . Let M n , n르4， be an anti-z'nvaγz·aηt submanzfold normal to the' 
2n+1 structure vector fz'eld 용 of a Sasakz'an manzfold M~"'P wzïh νanz'shz'ng C-Bochner 

curvature tensor. lf the second fundamental tensors commute, then M n z's confo

rmally flat. 

The purpose of the present paper is to prove the foIlowing Theorem 1, 2 and 

3 corresponding to Theorems A , B and C by replacing the condition that the 

submanifold is anti-invariant with that is anti"holomorphic respectively. 

THEOREM 1. Let M n , η르5， be an anti’ -holomorphic submanzfold tangent to the 
2n-1 

structuγe vector fz'eld 용 of a Sasakz'an manzfold M-'. • wzïh vanz'shz'ng C-Bochner 

curνatμre tensor. lf the second fundamental tensors of Mn commute, then Mn is 

locally a product of a confoγηwlly flat Riemannian space alld a 1-dimensional 

space. 

THEOREM 2. Let M n , 11르4， be a totally χmbz'lical anti-holomoφhic sμbmalli

fold of a Sasakian ma쩌ifold M2n+1 μ'z’th vallz'shz'llg C-Bochller curvature tensor. 

Then M 1t z's conformally flat. 

THEOREM 3. Let Af”, %르4， be an anti-holonzorphic submanifold of a Sasakian 

mamfold M2η 
+1 wüh vallz'shz'ng C-Bochner curvature tensor. lf the second fzmd-
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-ametztal tensoγs of M n commute, tlzen M n is conformally flat. 

1. C-Bochner curvature tensor 

We first of all recaIl definition and fundamental properties of Sasakian ma-
2m+l nifolds for later use. Let M~"'T. be a (2m+ 1) -dimensional differentiable mani-

fold of class C= covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U ; /} (the 

indices α， ß, …, κ， À., μ， … run over the range {1, 2, …, 2m+1}) in which th

ere are given a tensor field ø~ of type (1,1), a vector field S", a 1-form Tlì.. and 

:a Riemannian metric tensor gμì.. satisfying 

(1. 1) ηì..sλ=1， 

grßø~ 뼈=gμλ-ημηì..' ηì.. =g삶x. 
If 

(1. 2) \j ì.. SK =뼈，\1μ ø~=-gμ옳K+δ댄λ’ 

where \1 ì.. denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to gμX’ 
x 

then such a set (ø;., 용 , ηì..' gμì..) is called a normal contact structure. Such a 

manifold M2m+l is called a Sasakz"an manifold. In view of the last equation of 

(1. 1) we shall write 휠 instead of Tlì.. in the sequel. In a Sasakian manifold, 
g 

the tensor field øμì.. =rþμ g a ì.. is skew-symmetric. 

It is well known that in a Sasakian manifold equation (1.2) and the Ricci 
<identity give 

(1. 3) 

(1. 4) 

(1. 5) 

Kμu2K용x=δZ 용ν-δ댄μ’ 

Kμx 맘=2m 흥μ， 

Kμα Ø~+KKa 챔=0， 

where KμuX X and Kμì.. are the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of the ma

nifold respectively. 

As an analogue of the Bochner curvature tensor in a Kaehlerian manifold, 

the C-Bochner curvature tensor in a Sasakian manifold is defined (cf. (9]) by 

(1. 6야) BJJ마뼈l 

+L다:(g p.μcs갑μ 용월A싱)-다(폰uλ-s JJ 용ì..) 
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+rþ:MμÀ-야MJ)λ+M댐J)À-M때씨-2(rþ내M;+Muμ 뼈) 

+(야 ￠μÀ-rþ때J)À - 2rþνμ 뼈)， 
where 

(1. 7) 

(1.8) 

Lμx= 2짜子 2) [-KμÀ-(L+3)gμÀ+(L-1)용μ SÀ J. 

L=gμÀ Lμ2’ 

LZ=LμαgαC 

(1.9) MμÀ=-L띠없， MC=Muα호K. 

From (1.7) and (1.8), we have 
K +2(3m+2) 

(1. 10) L=-
4(m+1) 

where K is the scalar curvature of the manifold. 

Using (1. 4), we have from (1.7) 

(1.11) Lμ삶λ=-~μ· 
From the first equation of (1.9) and (1. 11), we have 

(1.12) M띠없=LμÀ+~μ휠· 
It is easily verify that the C-Bochner curvature tensor satisfies the following 

-

identities: 
μ
 

r‘ ‘
띠
 

D

밍
 

= -A 
X 

ψ
 

B 
B 

u 
+B 

x 
+B x=O B a=0, B = -B 1 μÀK μÀJ) 

• ~ 
ÀJ)μ ’ αμÀ. 

v ,..., 
J)μÀK λ 

BuJ fx=o, Bull; 챔 =Bνμa행， BuJ ￠uμ=0， B , =B 
uμÀK -~ÀKJ)μ’ 

￦here BJ)μXκ=BuμXα gαx 

2. Anti-holomorphic submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold 

We consider an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M
n, n>l , covered by 8. 

h 
system of coordinate neighborhoods {V; y"} (the indices h, i , j , … run over the 

range {I, 2, "', n}) and isometricaIly immersed in a Sasakian manifold M2m+l 

.and denote the immersion by 

(2. 1) 

We put 

(2.2) 

xx=xx(yh). 

B;=8z Xx (8z=8/8y2) 

and denote by c; 2??t+1-1Z I1111t때ly 0뼈ogo때 u뻐t vectors norηm’-r 
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indices x, y, z run over the range {(n+ 1) , …, (2m + 1)}). Then the rnetric ten.

sor gji of M
tI and that of the norrnal bundle are respectively given by 

À • _uÀ _u λ 
B; and CZy =c; Cy-

g '7 11 == g A 11 CμX， zy ~"μ zy 

If the transforrn by 뼈 of any norrnal vector to M
tI is orthogo때 to itself, 

the subrnanifold M n is called antz'-holomor뼈ic in M211써. Since the rank of 야 

is 2m, we have 2m+1-n-1르n， that is, ’n르n. 

For an anti-holornorphic subrnanifold M n in M 2m+1, we have equations of the. 

forrn 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

쉴B3 =ffB;-frc;, 

쩍CZ=채Br， 
(2.5) 암=흰Br+용xCX. 

Using rPμÀ=- rPÀμ’ we have. frorn (2.3) and (2.4), 

(2.6) 껴x=f써， 찮=-강， 

where j싸=f;gz%' fxi=f~gji and j상=f2ghj· 
Applying rP to (2.3) , (2.4) and (2.5) and using (1.1) and these equations we 

find 

(i) f짜엽=학 -웰j+ftfZ， 

(2.7) l ;f;” L • ” L 

Civ) Ft:'=ξ용 , 

(iii) 1싼;=-용z풍 

(v) f꽃2=_1빨， 
f 

(v i) 1쏠z=0， (vii) 흙옹1+용x~x=l， 

where 흙 =gih'용h and 용x=gyx홍Y， (γi i) be a direct consequence of 용않x=1· 

Differentiating (2.3) , (2.4) and (2.5) covariantly along M n and using (1.2). 

(2.7) , equations of Gauss and those of Weingarten 

VjB;=힘CX ， %c;= -선 zxB:， 

where Vj denotes the operator of covariant diffentiation along M n and hji % and 

kj zx=hjtzgtigzx are the second fundamenta1 tensors of lWt with respect to normals 
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c;, we find 

(i) 낀채=δ품-환양+kjixft-f씬 강， 

(iii) 인캉=0잭y一hjhyf;， 

(ii) Fjfr=gji ax+kjkxf;, 

(2.8) (iv) kjixfJ=hj zyf:, 

(v) 인 f~=낀 감x+f;， @i) Fj ax= -f;-kjzX 강. 

1. The case z"n wh z"ch (' z-s tangent to M n• 

Now suppose that 안 is tangent to M n, that is, 람=0. From (2.7) , (i) and 

(ii) we find 

-fijfIZ=2(m+1-%). 

Thus, if n=m+ 1, we have 1;;=0, and (2.7) and (2.8) respectively reduces to 
，~ 

(2.9) 
(i) 작f;=δ: -~i f', (ii) 캉 fr=장， 

(iii) I픔~=o， (iv) 화강=1 

and 

(2.10) 
(i) δ잭i-혹밤+kjixft-fZkl. hx=o, (ii) Vjlt=O, 

(iii) 산x 캉 =까 ~yl:， (iv) Vjt=O, (v) 강+상X(=o. 

Equation (2.10), (i) shows that an anti-holomorphic su1;manifold tangent to 

한 cannot be totaIIy umbilical or totaIIy contact umbiIical. Because if hji x is of 

the from (αgjt+3윈흙)hX， then from (2.10) , (i) we have 

(n-1)화=(n一 1)αkxf:+Rkxft， 

and consequently, transvecting with t and using (2.9), (iii) gives (n-1)흙 용z 

=0, which is a contradiction for 1Z> 1. 

From (2.10) , (ii) and the Ricci identity we find 

(2· ll) Kkjihf;=KkjyxfiY, 

where KKJalz is the curvature tensor of M ” and kk· x that of the normal bu",y 

ndle of M". 
Taking account of (2.9) , (i), (ii) and (2.11) yields 

h ~~ X 
(2.12) Kkjt=Kkjyhf;f"h, Kkjyh=Kkji"f;f~ 

• 
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with the help of K kji h 용~ =0. Equations (2.12) shows that K헨h=O 
are equivalent to each other. 

1I. The case z'n whz'ch f" z.s normal to M n• 

From (2.7). (i), (ii) and using (2.7) , (vii) we have 

2흙 중t+fijfZJ= -2(%-7Z). 

and Kkjyx=o 

Suppose n=m we have 칭=0 and ~~=O， that is, 안 is normal to M n
• Then 

(2.7) and (2.8) respectively become 

(2.13) 

and 

(2.14) 

(i) f:I;=쉰， 

(iii) f껍x=o， 

(i) 원 fZ=낀앙f긴 

(ii i) 민캉 =쉰 힘， 

(v) 낀zx맘=0. 

(ii) 건강=장-￡y 한， 

(iv) 용"S"=1 

(ii) Vjfr=g:ji 한， 

(iv) kjfxf;=Fy fr, 

(vi) \ljs"=-It. 

Suppose that M n is totaIly umbilical and put h~/=g:;h". Then from (2.14). 
J' ~JZ 

{i) we have 

g선" 1:=작 h"강， 
from which 1: h" =0. for n> 1. From (2.14). (iv) we have 

kxfyj=%fX, 

from which transvecting with hY and using f~; ñY =0 give h" hY 1;;"=0 and con
YJ 

sequently h" hY =0, that is, h ,,=O. Thus M
n must be totally geodesic. 
n 

y 

From (2.14). (ii) and (vi) , we find 

FjFt 용"=-gji흙 

from which, using the Ricci identity. 

Kkjyx ay=o. 

On the other hand , from (2.14) , (ii) and (vi). ￦e have 

-Kkjih f;+Kkjyxf3= -fJ 월+ff gμ， 
from which, using (2. 13) , (i), 
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(2.15) 

and, using taking account of K kj/ 흰’=0 and (2.13) , (ii), 

(2.16) Kkj;깐Kkjih 칙 작+fyk 강-김fJ. 
Equation (2.15) and (2.16) mean that M n is of constant curvature 1 if and 
only if the connection induced in the normal bundle is of zero curvature. 

3. Proofs (]If the main theorems 

We first of all remember that the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are 
respectively 

K =K Buμ싸+k k ,.x-k k 
x 

ì.".LJ kjih I ,. khx ,. ji ,. 
i 

(3.1) \ O=K '"μ ì."B캅3 강 -(맑 낀zy-인 hkψ) ， 

Kk셔x=Kυμì."B렀 c싫- (kk ty 않-kj t y kk감 
where Kνμ.1."， K kjih and K kjyx are coγariant components of the curvature tens

ors of M2m+l , M
n and the normal bundle respectively, 

BZ짧=B; BμB3BZ and B짧=BZB?B3. JW "J t n KJt K J 

We assume that the C-Bochner curγature tensor of M2m+l vanishes identi
cally. Then from (1. 6) , we have 

(3.2) Kνμ.1." + (g 
v" -용돼，， )Lμλ-(gμ，， -S않，，)Lνλ 

from which, 

+Lvκ(gμ.1.- 옹μ용 ì.)-Lμ/gvλ-웅u용) 

+ <Þv"Mμì.-<Þμ~vì.+M꽤μì. -Mμκ<Þvì. - 2(와μMì.，，+Mvμ짜) 

+(<Þν쩌μì.-<Þμ/ÞVλ-2￠uμ￠λ，，) =0, 

=잃 and Sμct =aY’ 
we find 

K"，μXκB짧;+(gkh-짧h)상-(gjh-짧h)Lki+Lkh (장-웰i) 
-좌h(gki-잃흙)+fkhMji-윌Mki+Mkh져i- lI끽ihfki 

(3.3) ~ -2(fkjMih+MkjJ싸)+(fkhfji-져hfki- 2fkj지h)=O， 

K내2κB밟 강Z-짧XLjy+짧Lky -양yLkx+S 
+f싸I[ky-Mkx져'y + MjJky - 2fkjM yx + (fkx져'y -fjx f k) =0. 
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“ ‘ t ..... _ .. _ _UA 
Mky=MμÀB~ C; = -LkJ; and Myx=Mμa Cyx= -LytLx· 

Thus equations (3.3) can respectively be written as 

K kjih + (gkh -흥k일)ζ·t- (gIh-용j칠)Lki+ Lkh (gji- 용j화) 

-Ljh (gki-잃흙)+fkhMji-지hMki+Mkh강-Mjhfki 

-2(fkjM써+M상 j꾀 

-(k h .. x-k. hkix)=0, 
(3.4) \ 

K kjyx - (잃Ljy -~jLky)윌- (5jLkx-알Ljx)~y - fk ,.Mjy +.져xMky 

-Mkx져y + Mjxfky - 2fkjM yx + (fkx져y -자xfky) 

+[kk ty 낀tx一낀 ty kkk)=o. 

1. The case in μIhich the vector fz"eld ~" is tangent to M n• 

~" W e now consider the case in which the γector field 용 is tangent to the anti-

holomorphic submanifold M
n
, that is, 한=0. When n=m+ 1, we can easily 

find 껴깜O. Thus the second equation of (3.4) becomes 

K kjyx - fkxMjy +.지'xM ky -Mkx져y+Mjxfky 

+(fkx껴y -져xfky)+(kk tykjtx-kj tykktx)=o, 

from which, transve떠19 with 처 작 and using f;fix =gji-~j용i deriγed from 

(2.9) , (i), we find 

(3. 5) KkjyxfZf;- (gkh-알 일)Mjy 져Y + (gjh-윈 일)Mkyf; 
-Mkx 작 (gji- 용y화) + M jx fhx(gki- 용k~) + (g kh - ~ h용h)(혹「 용j흙) 
-(gjh -웰h)(gki-달흙)+(kk ty lZjtx-kj ty kktxfZf;=o. 

We now assume that the second fundamental tensors are commutative. Then 

from (2.12) and (3.5) , we have 

(3.6) K kjih + (gkh-~삶h)Nji - (gjh-용갤h)N ki+Nkh(gji-흥1흙) 
-Njh(gki-앓흙)+(gkh-~삶h)(gji -용j윌)- (gjh-용j일)(gki-알한)=0， 

where Njt= -Mjy fg. 

Now since the vector field 암 is paraIIel, the Riemannian manifold M" is loc-

‘ 
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:a1Iy a product lW1 generated by 용h and M n
-

1 totally geodesic in M n
• We re-

h h/ a present M"-L in M" by parametric equations Y"=Y"(ZU) (a, b, c, "'=1, 2, …, 
h 1 "'1 b rT'\1 .. þ. __ i 

{n-1)) and put B~ =òy"/òz
v

• Then we have 화B~ =0 and the curvature tensor 

K dcba of M
n

-
1 

is given by 

kjih ___ '- ____ nkjih _ nk 
(3. 7) Kdcba =KkjthBdcba, where Bdcba =BdBc Bb Ba-

Thus transve떠19 (3.6) with B짧， we obtain 

(3.8) K dcba +gdaCcb - gcaCdb +Cdagcb -Ccagdb=O, 

where gCb=gjiB~ B! is the metric tensor of M
n

-
1
and 

C감NItBt BZ +공g cb' 

Equation (3. 8) shows that the WTey1 conforma1 curvature tensor of M ”-1 γan
ishes and Mπ-1 is conformally flat if n-1르4. Thus we have completely proved 

‘ Theorem 1. 

II. The case z"1z whz"clz tlze νector f z"eld g" z-s normal to M
n 

" • .... _ff. We now assume that n=m. Then the vector field Sß is normal to M" and 

껴ii=O. Then from the first equation of (3.4) we have 

(3.9) K헨h +gkhLjz-g1hLkz+Lkhg1i-Ljkgkt- (kkhxkjix-k샤x hk/) =0. 

If Mη is umbilical, that is, if hjt=gj샌x， then we can write (3.9) in the form 

(3.10) K kjih +gkhÐji-gjhÐki+gjPkh一gkPjh=O，

where Djt=상-울hxkXgjZ 

Equation (3.10) show that the Weyl conformal curvature tensor of M n vanis

,hes. Thus we havé completdy proγed Theorem 2. 

We next obtain from the second equation of (3.4) 

(3.11) K kjyx +Mkyfjx -Mjyfkx +fkyMjx-좌，Mkx 
+Cfkx 져y -자x fky) + (kk 

t 
y l2jtx- kj 

t 
y kktx) = o. 

If the second fundamental tensors of M
n commute, then we have from (3.11) 

(3.12) K kjyx - fkxMjy +.껴xMky一M kxfjy+Mjxfky+ Cfkx좌y - fjxfky) =0, 
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from πhich， by transvecting with f[작 and using (2. 13) , (i) 

(3.13) Kkjyxf; fkX-gkkMjyf;+gjkMkyf;-Mkyf; gji 

+Mjyfi.gki+(gk품Ji-gjkgk) =0. 

Substituting (3.13) into (2.15) , we find 

(3.14) K b;;ι -gιιM， .. f!+g;ιMb.. f!-Mι f! g;;+M; . .t! gb ,.=O, I?JZh 0 I?h--- JY • Z • 0 Jn--- I?y' Z --- I?y • n 0 JZ ' --- JY • h 0 I? 

which shows that the Weyl conformal curvature tensor of M 't vanishes. Thus ‘ 

we have completely proved Theorem 3. 
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